
Aluminium
Awnings
Aluminium is one of the most versatile 
& durable materials for construction, 
making it ideal for awnings. Corrosion Resistant

Withstands exterior 
environments

Reflectivity
Reflects more heat & 
cools down quicker

High Strength
Ensures durable 
structures

Lightweight
Easier to handle 
& maintain

These awnings can reflect up to 
90% of heat normally transmitted 
through a window. Aluminium 
also offers a high resistance to 
corrosion and weathering and 
requires minimal maintenance. 

Turnils offer both Fixed Hood and 
Louvre Awning options.



Horizontal Stripe - Bahama

Louvre Trinidad Awning

Vertical Stripe - Caribbean®All Weather - Kingston

Fixed Hood Awnings

Consist of tightly interlocking 
panels and concealed joins and 
can be made to any width.

Can be mitrecut and fitted to turn corners, 
with the option of posts or arms for support.

Horizontal Stripe - Bahama
Affordable horizontal panel design, ideal 
for longer, narrower awnings.

All Weather - Kingston
Interlocking vertical panel design to 
provide superior weather and rain 
protection.

Vertical Stripe - Caribbean®
Attractive narrow/wide vertical panel 
construction with a scalloped edge.

Louvre Trinidad Awnings

Offers excellent protection from 
external elements, whilst allowing 
a breeze to enter when desired.

Fixed
Available in an open or closed design. The 
angle of the panels you choose will be 
determined by the direction of the sun.

Adjustable
Features a handle to open or close the 
panels, allowing airflow and light control 
when open or partly open and maximum 
protection and privacy when fully closed.



For more information contact us on:
hdcustservice@hunterdouglas.com.au
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ALUMINIUM AWNING COLOUR SELECTION

Anvil

Beige

Galaxy

Merino

Federation Green
Not available with Bahama

Not available with Bahama 
& Caribbean

Primrose

Rivergum

White


